HorizonMIS Electronic Payment Processing System
SAVE MONEY! Reduce your credit card processing fees
and office expenses by using EPPS!
Introducing HorizonMIS™ Electronic Payment Processing System (EPPS): AMS has partnered with
the nations largest medical credit card processing company TRANSFIRST .
®

EPPS is fully integrated with HorizonMIS. From Scheduling, Inquiry, and Charge Entry or Check-Out,
swiping the credit card automatically enters the credit card information. Taking payment information over
the phone has never been this easy and no other system does it better. eChecks or ACH transactions are
handled effortlessly with the added benefit that eChecks aren’t assessed fees based on a percentage of what
was paid. When taking payment information over the phone or at Check-Out, a receipt is eMailed to the
patient, further dramatically reducing your expenses and labor.
“Payment Plans” represent a large piece of our integration. Say the patient owes $200 but can only afford
to pay $25 per month. A Payment Plan including the credit card to be charged is established in
HorizonMIS. HorizonMIS will stop sending patient statements and handle the monthly notifications and
transactions! Upon establishing an acceptable payment plan, a schedule of payments will be eMailed to
the patient. Three days prior to making a scheduled payment, HorizonMIS reminds the patient via eMail
that the payment will occur. Assuming the patient doesn’t call to stop the payment, the transaction will
process on the agreed date. The patient is then eMailed a receipt showing them their remaining balance.
Gone are the days of accepting a promise to pay from the patient, costing more time, money and patient
statements if they don’t pay as agreed! With increasing patient deductibles, offering payment plans and
establishing up front how patients handle their payment portion is crucial to cash flow. EPPS makes this
easy and simplifies front and back office billing procedures.
“Instant SAVINGS” will be realized by using EPPS! Our unique partnership with TRANSFIRST
enables them to beat any existing deal resulting in net reduction in credit card fees, and a marked reduction
in labor, supplies and postage!
®

The EPPS and eMT (electronic Mail and Texting) Modules are FREE. With the eMT Module eMail
Patient Statements can be sent at a much reduced cost over printed or outsourced statements, plus patient
Appointment Reminders via eMail and Texting are FREE. Patients love them!

Please Google TRANSFIRST to locate various press releases further describing our process.
®

http://www.transfirst.com/partner-programs/health-public-service-integrations
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